
Ligand Field Theory
From the spectrochemical series it is clear that CFT has severe limitations.

Van Vleck (1935) modified CFT to allow for covalency in bonding (by incorporating 
Mulliken’s MO approach). This modification is termed ligand field theory (LFT).

Indirect evidence for covalency in complexes was based on the nephelauxetic
(“cloud expanding”) effect

→ Electron-electron repulsion in a complex is less than that in free metal ions
→ Results from metal and ligand orbitals overlapping to make larger MOs (electron 

delocalization)

NEPHELAUXETIC series of ligands:

F- < H2O < NH3 < Cl- ~ CN- < Br- < I-

F-: least electron-delocalizing; I-: most electron-delocalizing

(Note: a similar series exists for metals)
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Construction of MOs

Linear combination of ligand orbitals and metal orbitals of same symmetry

Linear combination of ligand orbitals are called Ligand Group Orbitals (LGOs)

LGOs have certain symmetries and overlap with metal orbitals of same symmetry

Overlap of ligand orbitals (e.g., lone pair of NH3) in the xy plane 
with the (a) d(x2-y2) and (b) dxy orbitals
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Orbital overlap relevant for -bonding in an octahedral complex

Note 1: “a” in a1g denotes “non-degenerate”

Note 2: not only d orbitals, but also s and p 
orbitals are involved in bonding (different 
from CFT, but similar to VBT)

Note 3: metal t2g orbitals are not involved in 
-bonding!
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LGOs and symmetry-matched metal atomic orbitals appropriate for -bonding in 
octahedral ML6 complexes

Normalization constant
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-bond MO diagram for an octahedral complex

M: participation of s, p and d(z2) & d(x2-y2) orbitals

L: a1g → LGO to match symmetry of s orbital of M
t1u → LGO to match symmetry of p orbitals of M
eg → LGO to match symmetry of eg orbitals of M
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-bond MO diagram for an octahedral complex

→ More electronegative atoms have lower 
energy (LGOs are lower than AOs of metal)

→ Order of energy (metal AOs):
nd < (n+1)s < (n+1)p (Aufbau principle)

→ Overlap of 2 AOs creates a bonding and an 
antibonding MO

→ overlap of a1g(M) and a1g(L) creates 
a1g and a1g* MOs

→ overlap of 3 p orbitals (M) with 3 
LGOs of symmetry t1u creates 3 
degenerate t1u and 3 t1u* MOs 
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Splitting of d orbitals

→ t2g orbitals exist for M, but no such orbitals can 
be found for L

t2g orbitals are therefore non-bonding

→ eg splits into eg and eg*

→ O is the energy difference between t2g and eg* 
Same order as in CFT!

Note: a1g, t1u and eg MOs are more LGO-like (more similar in energy), whereas the antibonding 
MOs (a1g*, t1u* and eg*) are more metal AO-like 
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Other depictions of MO diagrams for octahedral complexes
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Adding electrons to the MO diagram

→ Fe2+ (d6): =   6 e-

→ 6 LGOs: 6 × 2 e- = 12 e-

--------
= 18 e- in MOs

Ligand electrons occupy a1g, t1u, eg

Metal d electrons occupy t2g, eg*

[Fe(H2O)6]2+ high-spin
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Adding electrons to the MO diagram

→ Fe2+ (d6): =   6 e-

→ 6 LGOs: 6 × 2 e- = 12 e-

--------
= 18 e- in MOs

Ligand electrons occupy a1g, t1u, eg

Metal d electrons occupy t2g only

[Fe(CN)6]4- low-spin

Note: In the low-spin case, O is 
relatively large (i.e., eg* is higher in 
energy and more antibonding →  
tendency to be unoccupied). 
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Adding electrons to the MO diagram

→ Cr3+ (d3): =   3 e-

→ 6 LGOs: 6 × 2 e- = 12 e-

--------
= 15 e- in MOs

Ligand electrons occupy a1g, t1u, eg

Metal d electrons occupy t2g only

[Cr(NH3)6]3+
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-bonding MO diagram for a tetrahedral complex

→ 4 LGOs contribute 8 electrons

→ Metal: participation of s, p, d orbitals

→ e orbitals are non-bonding

→ t2 orbitals are split into t2 and two t2*

→ as with CFT: a switch from octahedral 
to tetrahedral coordination results in 
inversion of the d orbital sets 

→ Difference between e and t2* is T
Because t2* is only slightly 
antibonding, T is small, and t2* can 
be occupied without loss of too much 
energy (i.e., low-spin is disfavoured)
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Adding electrons to the MO diagram (tetrahedral complex)

→ Co2+ (d7): =   7 e-

→ 4 LGOs: 4 × 2 e- =  8 e-

--------
= 15 e- in MOs

Ligand electrons occupy a1, t2

Metal d electrons occupy e and t2*

[CoCl4]2- (blue) 

[Co(H2O)6]2+ [CoCl4]2-

[Co(H2O)6]Cl2 CoCl2

HCl
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 bonding in complexes

a) p→d donation (from filled p orbital of L to M)
ex: RO-, RS-, O2-, Hal-, R2N-

b) d→d (back-) donation (from filled d orbital of
M to L)
ex: R3P, R3As, R2S

c) d→* (back-) donation (from filled d orbital 
of M to empty * of L)
ex: CO, CN- , N2, NO, C2H4

d) d→* (back-) donation (from filled d orbital 
of M to empty * of L)
ex: H2, R3P

There are 4 different types of  bonding

Ligands donating  electrons to the metal are called  donors (a)
Ligands accepting d electrons from the metal are called  acceptors (b,c,d)



t2g orbitals were described as non-bonding (when only bonding is considered) 
because they do not point directly towards the ligands

In  bonding:  overlap of t2g with p orbitals of ligand (also t2g symmetry!)

Hence, the combination of the t2g orbitals of ligands and metal give:

Three t2g (bonding) and three t2g* (antibonding) MOs
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MO diagram for a  system in an octahedral complex 

Relevant part of the MO diagram showing  orbital interactions with a

O is decreased by  interaction

 donor ligand

filled

 donor ligands are typically more electro-
negative than the metal → t2g orbitals of 
ligands are of lower energy (and they are 
occupied by electrons!)

 donors are located at the beginning of the 
spectrochemical series. They are weak 
(field) ligands.

OH- is a better  donor than H2O → hence, 
OH- is the a weaker field ligand

 donation is also present in tetrahedral 
complexes such as CrO4

2-, MnO4
-, … (O2- is 

the donor here)

occupied by ligand e-
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O is increased by  interaction

MO diagram for a  system in an octahedral complex 

Relevant part of the MO diagram showing  orbital interactions with a

 acceptor ligand

empty *, 
d or * 

Ligand t2g orbitals are higher in energy 
than the d orbitals of the metal because 
they are antibonding (*, *) or 
unfilled (e.g., d orbitals in R3P)

 acceptors are located at the end of 
the spectrochemical series. They are 
strong (field) ligands.

 acceptors receive electrons from the 
metal → this leads to the stabilization 
of metals, particularly, those in lower 
oxidation states (i.e., electron-rich 
metal centres such as Fe0)

occupied by metal e-
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Simplified MO diagram showing  and  bonding
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CO as a ligand

VBT: CO is capable of back-donation
partial double bond character

CFT: There is no explanation as to why CO is a strong (field) ligand

LFT: CO is a very good  donor and  acceptor ligand

* responsible for back-bonding 
(large orbital lobes on the C 
atom → perfect for efficient 
overlap with M(d) orbitals)
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Relationship between M–CO orbital overlap and bond order

CO (cm‐1) Bond order
CO (free) 2143 3

M‐CO
(e.g. Cr(CO)6)

1850‐2120
(2000)

2‐3

M2‐2‐CO 1750‐1850
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Structures of binary metal carbonyls
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Structures of binary metal carbonyls
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L CO (cm-1)
PF3 2055, 2090
PCl3 1991, 2040
PPh3 1835, 1934

Carbonyl stretching frequencies
for fac-L3Mo(CO)3

NO > CO > PF3 > PCl3 > PCl2R > PR3 > RCN > NH3Order of -acceptor strength:

Influence of trans ligands

(a) two CO ligands weaken each other’s bond to M
(b) replacement of 1 CO with a weaker  acceptor strengthens the M–C bond

trans ligands compete for electrons in M(d) orbitals

(a) (b)

IR spectroscopy can resolve the issue of which ligand is a stronger/weaker  acceptor
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The 18 valence electron (18 VE) rule

Introduced by Sidgwick in 1927, the 18 VE rule is an extension of the Lewis octet 
rule (to include the 10 d electrons)

Useful for predicting the formulas of stable (organometallic) compounds

The most stable TM organometallics form when the sum of d e- and e- provided by 
the ligands = 18 (formally achieving the e- configuration of the next higher noble gas)

Note: L = Lewis base (donating 2 e-); M = Lewis acid

Question: Which of the two following compounds is stable? 

Cr(CO)6, Co(CO)4


